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Abstract

Geometrical difference of two discharge modes in the arcjet constrictor, namely the high-voltage
mode and the low-voltage mode, lies in the anode attachment point of the arc. The anode attachment
point of the arc has been related to the operational parameters and geometry of the arcjet through the
characteristic arc length, a kind of thermophysical parameter which indexes mass transfer and thermal
diffusivity. This model has been successfully verified in comparison with experimental facts both in
steady-state operation and start-up phases: Both rapid thrust generation in the start-up phase and the
high-voltage mode discharge in the steady state are accomplished by selecting operational parameters
so as to decrease the nondimensional characteristic are length, because the location of anode
attachment point moves downstream.

1 Introduction been to solve conservation equations combined with
entropy condition directly or minimum principles, the

In the steady-state operation of arcjets, the obtained results seem to be still insufficient to explain
regenerative heat transfer to the propellant turned out to the experimental data.
enhance high-voltage mode discharge especially in low We would like to present a model named Cross
power operation. There found a reduction limit of Flow Arc (CFA) model on which the location of the
constrictor diameters. This seems to originate not from anode spot is determined in relation to such operational
the aerodynamic performance limitation but from the parameters as mass flow rates, input power, electrode
stability of the high-voltage discharge mode. For the configurations. In the CFA model, the arc itself is
start-up phase, strong correlation between ignition considered not as "classical arc column" but as
characteristics and the plenum pressure has been localized thermal field with temperature distribution:
presented. As next logical step, the above experimental We discuss not the movement of solid-like arc column
data should be interpreted to give both physical in the gas flow but the variation of the temperature
background and design guideline to further distribution. The curvature of the arc "core", therefore,
improvement of arcjet performance both in thrust and exactly equals to axial variation of the temperature
endurance. Our problem consists of: 1) What distribution The are path in the arcjet is formulated on
mechanism determines the location of anode spot ?; 2) the basis of the curvature of the arc as will be given in
What physics concerning to the anode spot changes the Section 2. Characteristic lengths are presented in the
thrust performance ? First of all we focus our interest light of CFA model in Section 3, and operational
on the determination of the location of the anode spot. characteristics of a low power arcjet both in steady state

Tahara et al. 1 tried to clarify the mode transition operation and in start-up phase are examined in the
mechanism by using medium power arcjet with quartz- Sections 4, respectively.
glass view port for optical observation, and showed
numerical simulation on the basis of core-flow model.
Sasoh2 has succeeded to determine a possible location 2 Cross Flow Arc Model
of the anode spot. However the result is valid for only
one operational condition and is not interpreted to the 2.1 Curvature of the Cross Flow Arc
experimentally controllable parameters. Sasoh's model
is based on the minimum energy principle formulated First, we would like to present the principle of
for the arc discharge by Steenbeck. 3 Since Peters4  the cross flow arc model which determines the location
demonstrated that Steenbeck's minimum principle was of anode spot The flow in the vicinity of the nozzle
a specific one deduced from the minimum entropy throa is characterized by a strong axial pressure
production, it is said that Sasoh's analysis also uses the gradient combined with the strong radial density and
entropy condition. Although the conventional temperature gradients in the arc and the surrounding
approaches to the analysis of the discharge mode has cold gas. We here investigate the arc with its axis

perpendicular to the uniform velocity of the ambient
gas flow. The balance between propagating velocity of
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schematically shown in Fig. 1. Thermal energy We introduce the coordinates shown in Fig. 2 for
generated by Joule heating is conducted along -VT line determining the arc path.
and convected by mass transportation in the direction of
the flow velocity. Then the isothermal lines are dense in y
the ram side and diffuse in the wake. From the anode
standpoint of Joule heating, this off-centered I
temperature distribution requires higher energy input
and hence larger electric field strength in the ram side
than in the wake. The electric potentials given by the
integral of electric field strength from the cathode to the cathode
anode along the current path are equal for both ram and iii
wake side. Consequently the current path becomes
shorter in the ram side than in the wake side. The axial
variation of temperature distribution determines the Fig. 2 The coordinate for determination of the arc
curvature of the arc core defined as a line connecting path.
the points of maximum temperature in each plane. The
curvature of the cross flow arc is formulated as the Since this curvature k is thought to be locally
balance between propagating velocity of the isothermal given, the curvature of the arc discharge at an angle *
surface and the velocity of mass transport by the flow to the direction of the axial velocity v of the gas flow is

convection by Maecker.5 According to his calculation, expressed by
the curvature k of the arc with its axis perpendicular to
the gas flow at the velocity of v is expressed by k = -L (P-I v sinO, (3)

10 \pmI d,

k - v (1) where a = 0 denotes that the arc is parallel to the gas
flow and 6 = x/2 denotes the arc is perpendicular tothe

whered, is thermal diffusivity at the point of maximum flow. Since the term sind is expressed by derivative
f(x) of the are path y = f(x), substituting sin0 we

temperature in each plane (suffix m), and (p.Om) obtain

denotes the ratio of the density p. of surrounding gas to
the density pm at the point of maximum temperature.
Since velocity in the point of the maximum temperature k = -- - f(x) k= f(x) (4)
is discussed, the factor (pJp.)/10 must be taken into 10 pm d I + i f(xf Vj + f(x
account for the velocity compensation. Using thermal
conductivity K , density p, and specific heat at constant where
pressureCp, the thermal diffusivity d is defined as

S ko te1 v (5)

\pCplm

As mathematical formula, the curvature of the function
and has the dimension of [m2/s]. The thermal diffusivity y = f(x) is given by
means the velocity of propagation of the isothermal
surface. f "(x)

k = (6)
(I +f'(x

Sectional Area Substituting (4) into (6), we can obtain

Ac f "(x) = ko f '(x) ( 1 + f'(x)2 . (7)

r Selected as boundary conditions are that the arc is
attached to the cathode spot

gas flow f(0) =0, (8)
T -VT
....- -onve-..- and that the arc is attached to the anode at an angle of----- convection .

* ohmic heating - conduction 90"

Fig. 1 A schematic view of the arc discharge with
its axis perpendicular to the gas fow. f '(L) = , (9)

2.2 Determination of the Arc Path where L is x-component of the arc length; we would
describe it simply "arc length" hereafter. Solving the
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above differential equation for f(x), we obtain the arc
path equation m = L ., (17)

b 2ca

y = x) = .L sin- ( 2exp(2ko(x-L)) - 1}
2ko (10) where m < 1 and m > 1 correspond to the low-voltage

- -Lsin-( 2exp(-2koL)- 1) mode and the high-voltage mode respectively. In this
2ko case the description between the two modes is on the

basis of the arc length in comparison with the
The definition of the arc length is expressed by constrictor length; namely the case where the arc is
substituting y = a at x=L in Eq.(lO): attached to or beyond the constrictor outlet is defined as

the high-voltage mode, and the case where the arc fails
a= - [sin ) -sin-( 2exp(-2toL) - (11) to reach the constrictor outlet is defined as the low-

2kosin 2ex2kL)- 1] voltage mode.

Since we are interested in the arc length L, Eq.(ll) 3)Non dimensional characteristic arc length
should be transformed into

4. g = 54n(Pm (18)
L = J-1 n 2 (12) a va \pe

2k[cos (2koa) + 1
It should be noticed that the definition of the non-

This is the analytical expression of the arc length on the dimensional characteristic arc length 4 resembles that
basis of CFA model. of Stanton number which includes the heat transfer

from body surface to the ambient gas flow. As will be
shown hereafter, 4 is a governing parameter of the

3 Characteristic Lengths of Arc Discharge behavior of the arc column in arcjet constrictor.
We can obtain the nondimensional equation for

Introducing here the characteristic arc length the operational mode a
defined by

am ..le - Lo In 2 ,1 In 2
Lof = 2 (13) 2ca 2nca ncoj 2n c co (

P (19)

Geometrical meaning of this definition is obvious by Considering the argument of cosine function in Eq.
transformation (19), we can define the variable range of 4 as

Lo = .I = Od. B = . = lLR o, (14) 0 <af/ <i, (20)
2v pI 2 ko 2

that is
where ko is the curvature for the arc in the constant 1 < 4 < +0. (21)
velocity v defined by Eq.(5), then 1/ko denotes the
corresponding radius of curvature Ro. From Eq.(14), Lo The Eq. (19) plotted for ( with various range defined
defined as the product of n/2 and Ro is circular arc by (21) is shown in Fig. 3.
length corresponding to angle n/2. Therefore, Lo is We here consider a typical case, a square-type
regarded as the representative length for describing "arc constrictor defined as c=l in Eq.(16). It is shown that
length L". The equation (12) is transformed into the operation mode curve crosses the line m = 1 at 4 =

1.032, which is numerically calculated value. This
I , -2 I(15) means that the required condition for the high-voltage

Lo cos ( + ( 5) mode discharge is

Furthermore we introduce some coefficients for1.032. (22)

the purpose of discussing operational modes; The curves in Fig.3 are approaching to the line
1) Constrictor aspect ratio = 1. This critical value of x represents the case that

the gas flow velocity is so high that the upstream
c .b-, (16) thermal diffusion is completely suppressed by the

2a streamwise mass transportation. In other words, the arcwhere b is the constrictor length and a is the constrictor becomes unable to maintain the hot arc core of itself
radius as shown in Fig. 2; c < 1, c=1, and c > 1 denotes and consequently are "blown out" by the gas flow as
short type constrictors, square type constrictors, and shown in Fig. 4.
long type constrictors, respectively. From the above discussion, the appropriate value
2)Discharge mode coefficient: of 4 for the efficient operational condition is

3
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Fig. 3 Operation mode coefficient as a function of the non dimensional characteristic arc
length 1.

T const.

Flow .....anode

cathode x

Fig. 4 A cross sectional view of the "arc blown Fig. 5 Relation of x to constrictor geometrical
out" at critical . configuration.

1 < < 1.032 We here assum(23at the propellant gas is
calorically perfect: the specific heat at constant pressure

The above operational range of 4 is valid only Cp remains constant regardless of temperature, and the
for the square-type constrictor, and for other type of enthalpy of the gas expressed simply by Cp multiplied
constrictor only the upper limit ,, differs from Eq.(22), by the temperature T. From the equation of energy
which is calculated by substituting m = 1 into Eq. (19): conservation, the enthalpy h of the propellant in the

plenum chamber entering with initial enthalpy ho at

1= 1 c s In 2 (24) mass flow rate of r is

h= P - + ho, (25)
Considering its definition expressed by Eq(18), m

nondimensional characteristic arc length k is the ratio
of characteristic arc length Lo to constrictor radius a. where P = I-V is input power, Q total dissipated thermal
The better interpretation is that 4 represents the energy as shown in Fig. 6. In this model, the propellant
geometrical configuration of the arc path and heating mechanism is represented by a model of
constrictor diameter £ = 1 denotes the arc spot is electric heater in the plenum chamber.
infinite distance from the cathode tip; With increasing 4 We adopt h as the arc efficiency which is thought to be
the anode spot approaches the cathode spot from the varied due to design of thruster and operational
infinite distance, and is located in the constrictor inlet conditions:

when 5 = = as shown in Fig. 5. P-Q. P. (26)

4
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Substituting Eqs. (26), (29) and (30) into
s  Eq.(18), we obtain the non dimensional characteristic

arc length transformed into

Po ToHr (3- )

4= P.L 27T( + ho) , (31)
ho h a ri

IV Iwhere P is quasi-constant expressed as

S 5sid4 (32)

The variable range of B is accordingly
Fig. 6 Simplified propellant heating model in an

arcjet 2 < B < 11 [m2/s]. (33)

As an estimation of order of magnitude, typical
The Eq. (25) is operational condition for a low power arcjet is

substituted into Eq.(31). With input power of 1 kW,
p mass flow rate of 30 mg/s, the arc efficiency ri of 80%

h =- - P + ho. (27) and constrictor radius 0.3 mm, we obtain
m0

Assuming that the velocity v of the propellant gas flow 0.9 <  < (34)
in the constrictor is uniform and equals to the sonic We can say that the nondimensional characteristic arc
velocity u* corresponding to Mach number 1. This length is close to unity. The uncertainty of x
approximation is acceptable: The flow characteristics originates from those of the external/internal density
passing through the constrictor of an arcjet is ratio (Pdp )and the thermal diffusivity. The exact
considered to be those of Rayleigh flow, where the ratio (psp and the thermal diffusivity. The exact
subsonic flow is accelerated by heating and the sonic value is required because it is critical in the proximity
flow is decelerated by heating. Then the flow of = 1 shown in Eq.(33). The change of these
eventually reaches the choked condition, regardless of parameters may cause mode transition between the
being subsonic or sonic. More precise numerical low-voltage mode and the high-voltage mode. Since we
solutions have indicated that the sonic point lies have already obtained such kind of critical values
downstream of the constrictor outlet. From these empirically, arcjet operational characteristics will be
analysis the flow velocity in the constrictor may be discussed by use of CFA model. Although the CFA
considered approximately equal to sonic velocity model fails to give exact value, it leads to that the CFA
expressed by model shows the critical values as a function of the

externally controllable parameters, such as mass flow
u 2y P rates, input power, and electrode configurations.

v = u' - RTo = 2 -- + ho (28)
V y+ 1 imn

where the total enthalpy is directly converted into the 4 Comparison with Experimental Data
kinetic energy.

Internal / external density ratio (pdpm) is thought 4.1 Discharge Modes in Steady-state Operation
to be a complex function of current density j, chemical
properties at equilibrium, and temperature. But it is It is recognized from Eq.(31) that the
reported that the value is limited within a certain range nondimensional characteristic arc length 4 is decreased
under the conditions in the arcjet constrictor. 6 .7  with increasing input power P at constant mass flow

rate ri. This implies that increasing input power leads
P- - 20- 40 (29) to the high-voltage mode discharge. This tendency is
pm satisfactorily supported by the experience in SAGAMI-

I experiment
Since typical plasma temperature in the arcjet It is demonstrated 11 that thrust performance is

nozzle is regarded as 20000 K,8 using tables of the improved by the effect of regenerative heat transfer.
thermodynamic and transport properties 9. 10 , the The effect of the regenerative heat transfer is reflected
thermal diffusivity in the arc of a low power arcjet on increase in the initial enthalpy (ho) entering the
range is plenum chamber. It is apparent from Eq. (31) that the

increased initial enthalpy decreases 4, which
dn - 0.5 - 1.5 x 10[m2/s]. (30) consequently results in the high-voltage mode:

Although we fail to present the exact arc length, it may
be demonstrated by the experimental fact that the

5
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discharge voltage at constant discharge current was *

increased by preheated propellant supply. Po = + - 1  h (35)
The reduction limit of constrictor diameter were A 72 2

found in low power operation as shown in Fig.7. In the
standpoint of aerodynamic nozzle theory, the reduction where A" is the throat area in the sonic point, 7 the
of constrictor should have led to higher performance. specific heat ratio.
These experimental data are explained by CFA model Substituting Eq.(28) into Eq.(35). we obtain
as follows. From the Eq. (31), we can recognize that 4
increase with decreasing constrictor diameter at ,
constant input power and constant mass flow rate. Po = r.Y + /I P + ho (36)

A 2 2 Ii
p= .L-2 a1  + ho) = constant-1  (31)

a \( h ) a Comparing Eq. (36) with Eq.(31), we can obtain
another expression of !

This means that the reduction of constrictor diameter
tends to result in the low-voltage mode discharge. It is
true the reduction of constrictor diameter increases ( = 56nL~( _ -1i + 1 -' IL.1. (37)
plenum pressure, but it is unfavorable in the standpoint Ps 7 2 r a3 Po
of arc discharge mode. That is the reason why an
optimal value of constrictor diameter exists in the arcjet Curran et. al. 1 2 demonstrated by using
operation. axially segmented anode that the location of the anode

arc spot moves downstream with the progress of time at
the ignition. We suggested the existence of three

600 . ... ' ' ' ' discharge phases in ignition phase, Unstable,
Transition, and Stable-phase 13 , 14 and reached an

\ Input Power 1 kW interpretation that the difference between the threeInput Power : 1:
o 550 -..... discharge phases is essentially attributed to the location

iof anode spot, namely difference between the low-
voltage and high-voltage mode: The arc length

S500 .................... becomes larger in the Stable-phase than in the
R 15 mg/s Unstable-phase. Unstable-phase corresponds to the
E * low-voltage mode, and Stable-phase to the high-voltage

450 ............... ................ mode, and Transition-phase corresponds to the
• . . : intermediate between the two. This will be explained
S* 30 mg/s by CFA model as follows. From Eq.(37) we can

400..... recognize that nondimensional characteristic arc length
0 decreases with increasing plenum pressure PO at
constant mass flow rate m with given constrictor radius

350 . I I .I . * a. The 4 characteristics suggests that arcjet will turn
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 into the high-voltage mode discharge with increasing

plenum pressure.Constrictor Diameter, mm plenum pressure.
The range of plenum pressure where the phase-

transition occurs is examined for all experimental data,

Fig. 7 Limit of the reduction of the constrictor and their statistical frequencies are plotted against the
diameter. (Experiment) corresponding plenum pressure as shown in Fig.8.

From this figure we can confirm that phase-transition
occurs at a certain value of the plenum pressure at
constant mass flow rate. This tendency is apparently

4.2 Discharge Characteristics in Ignition Phase explained by Eq.(37). The nondimensional
characteristic arc length t decreases with increasing
plenum pressure PO at constant mass flow rate. This
means that the actual arc length is enlarged with

Since the ignition characteristics seemed to be increasing plenum pressure. Namely transitions from

closely related to the plenum pressure, we would like to the Unstable-phase to Transition-phase, and Transition-
find the relation of the non dimensional characteristic phase to Stable-phase always occur at a certain plenum

arc length 4 with plenum pressure PO explicitly. The pressure.

total enthalpy h in the plenum chamber and the plenum
pressure PO are related by the equation

6
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(A) From Fig. 8, we can also recognize that the
_ plenum pressure corresponding to phase-transition

s5 I becomes higher with increasing mass flow rate. Inm. 15 mgs j 0 Igon-Unsmt ie order to make constant, plenum pressure needs to
* unsL -, TimWOWd increase in proportion to mass flow rate on the basis of
I I& metb Eq. (37). Although each phase-transition should have

10 - "t occurred at constant plenum pressure-to-mass flow
a ratio Poth, experimental data showed a little difference
E Pm . 1.5010s111 s-] in the values of PoAh. This difference may originate
zs-- , / - from the weak dependence of the internal/external

SI density ratio upon PoAih. The nondimensional
characteristic arc length still remains to be a key
parameter for ignition characteristics.

0 - - --
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3. 4.0

Pnum Pressure. losPa 43 Spontaneous Arc Extinction

Although the spontaneous arc extinction was
(B) successfully explained by finding a positive correlation

L of the minimum discharge-sustaining current to the
8  m. mg/ nla plenum pressure13, the dependence upon the constrictor

m 20 ig/e l Ul -. Tr diameter of the minimum discharge-sustaining current,
0 s__4fo .-, as shown in Fig. 9, remained to be explained. On theS6 -*.. .... - .... ........... basis of the CFA model, calculating the value of the

nondimensional characteristic arc length of each point
0 in Fig. 9, by mass flow rate, plenum pressure and
S4 ... ............... constrictor diameter, the calculated values are
z -0.88 .1.35<10" accordingly recognized to be constant. Namely the arc

S- extinction occurs at the same anode attachment point of2 .... .............. the arc. Since the CFA model does not take into
account the geometry of the diverging section of the

Sconstrictor, we fail to discuss the phenomena occurring
o.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2 3.0 3.5 40 at the extinction. However, we say at least that the

spontaneous arc extinction is explained by "blown-out"p Prssu .10rpa of the arc, whether or not it is blown out literally by
insufficiency of the power supply which attributes to

(C) some kind of plasma instability around the arc
attachment point

12 I~gn-Uns- lemod

rM 30mg/ 0 Unsla - Tr-anade 7.510 ... .- .mo -- 7.5 .... .... .... .... ....
constrictor A/K Gap:

s 8. .--- - < 1.0xl.Omm 0.25mm *
SP '0 cathode

- Po 67.05 ... .................. .. .. ...........
6 / cOnstrictO. -- 2.4mm

0.75 1 17 00.5x0.5mmJ *1.5mm

Fig. 8 5.5 ' i , , .i ..... i . . .

2 
0

0.5 1.0 1.5 20 25 3.0 3.5 4.0 E 6.0 .................. cathode

P P 1c onstrictor: o 02.4mm
0 40.5x0.5mm * 01.5mm

Fig.8 5.5 .. .. .. .. ..
Phase transition related to the plenum pressure at 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
mass flow rate of (A) 15 mg/s, (B) 20 mg/s, (C) 30 Plenum Pressure , 105 Pa
mg/s. (Experimental Data) Fig. 9. Dependence of the minimum discharge

sustaining current on the plenum pressure.
(Experimental data)
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